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Hold is a performance/installation that asks us to consider the nature of trust in the context of recent participatory art practice. Consisting of a 25 metre by 8 metre purpose built inflatable structure, the work functions by first engaging the audience inside to engage in a one-on-one interaction with an unseen performer. It is the encounter with the performer that defines the texture of the work as this moment of bodily contact is necessarily incomplete or partial. There is a strangeness to this moment that is only heightened by the unusual levels of physical and psychological interaction at the audience member is challenged to navigate a carefully constructed world of space and time. By limiting the audience's knowledge of the performer to the act of touching or ‘holding’, (only the performer's arm is ever visible), the work questions whether trust can be established without a clear understanding of the identity of the performer.

Hold is part pleasurable children’s playground and part extreme performance art engagement with just a hint of subtle theatre观众被吸引进入其中。Like Hansel and Gretel’s alluring candy cottage or the colourful boat in H R Puffnstuff, it aims to draw the audience member into the mix. Like Hansel and Gretel's alluring candy cottage or the colourful boat in H R Puffnstuff, it aims to draw the audience member into the mix. Like Hansel and Gretel's alluring candy cottage or the colourful boat in H R Puffnstuff, it aims to draw the audience member into the mix.